


&gutre 2 M%f &re pneumatic plumbing design. Safety systems 

lhf3~1w at p rwre  protection valve isolates the trailer's air brake 
Maintenance 

&-in the went of s leak. 
The air cylinder should last at least five \Fears with onlv rntnar 

maintenance required during that time Sea& and cable shwtd be 

replaced every year, and manually extending and retracrcing the 

ram once a month, if ncrP in use for extended peri-ods o f  time, 

should also be completed, Periodic greasing o f  sheave blocits will 

maintain them for appmximately five ycaw. 

New Zealand Applications 

Although FERlC conducted these trials to suit their opecatior~ = 

conditions, there are same fundamental applicati~ns far this ' 

product, or a similar product, in New Zealand, 

Full tree or long length cartage of logs occurs in New Zealand and 

Figure 2 - Pneumatic pluming schematic 

Oneration 

Ease of operation was one of the main design objectives. The cable 

is simply released fram the hand winch and thrown around the 

load in the usual manner. Releasing the air cylinder and winching 

ir;l the cxcess cable extends the cylinder ram and pre-tensions the 

system. Supply air is then applied to the cylinder and further 

tensioning olecurs, the tension in the loop is maintained until the 

cylinder fully retracts. Adequate slack can be checked by glancing 

at how much stroke remains in the air cylinder. Adjustments can 

be simlply made by releasing the air pressure and winching in more 

cable thereby extending the air ram, re-pressurisation of the system 

again re-tensions the load. 

Load Securement 
Evaluation 

The tensioning loop of the auto-tensioning wrapper did not tend 

to creep forward, but bundled and secured the load at the original 

placement position. The further back along the overhang it was 

placed, the more it compressed the load into a tighter bundle. 

When placed close to or directly at the bunk, the tensioning loop 

forcibly pulled the load down into the trailer's rear bunk. 

can haw significantly pronounced taper to wamnt s u ~ h  a system. 

Mixed Icq length Iwds are also fequently transported. @ 
I 

Modified alternative systems, or off-the-self systems, may be 

beneficial to any log truck and trailer, ensuring the load r ~ t r a i n t  

tension is maintained throughout the journey, compensating for 

load settlement. 

Cartage of pealed or mechanically harvested logs is weil known ta 

be difficult and dangerous due to the slippery nature of the logs. 

The use of self-tension load restraints may alieviak the problcns 

and reduce the risk of log loss. 
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